COLLEGE OF APPLIED ARTS  
BD05  Bertha Deleon  5-3333  Dr. T. Jaime Chahin, Dean  TO03  
PC16  Polly Chavez  5-3333  Dr. Donna Vandiver, Assoc. Dean  DV14  
Aerospace Studies (ROTC), Dept. of  EM21  Erin Magee  5-2182  Maj. Cassandra J. Anderson, Chair  CJA101  
Agriculture, Department of  FB15  Francis Mayfield  5-2130  Dr. Madan M. Dey, Chair  MMD120  
Criminal Justice, School of  W507  Anh Shimok  5-2174  Dr. Christine Sellers, Director  CSS100  
Family and Consumer Sci., School of  D_J143  Denise Dorsey  5-2155  Dr. Sylvia Crockol, Interim, Director  SH00  
Military Science (Army ROTC), Dept. of  VG01  Victoria Gonzales  5-3232  Lt. Col. Jose A. Garcia, Chair  JAG487  
Ocptnlt, Wkfrce, & Ldshp Studies, Dept. of  NKG2  Nikki Herrera  5-2115  Dr. Jo My Biggs, Chair  MB56  
Social Work, School of  SK22  Sonya Kraus  5-2592  Dr. Jose E. Coll, Director  JEC219  

MCCOY COLLEGE OF BUSINESS  
AM1890  Alyssa Rodriguez  5-2311  Dr. Denise T. Smart, Dean  DS37  
CCV18  Christina Vaughan  5-2311  Dr. William T. Chittenden, Assoc. Dean  WC10  
CM45  Cindy Murphy  5-2311  Dr. R. Todd Jewell, Assoc. Dean  RT114  

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION  
DV16  Donya Villarreal  5-2150  Dr. D. Stanley Carpenter, Dean  SC33  

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS & COMM.  
KC04  Kindra Colgin  5-2308  Dr. John Fleming, Dean  JF18  

COLLEGE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS  
MR18  Margie Rodriguez  5-3300  Dr. Ruth B. Welborn, Dean  RW01  

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS  
NA1120  Nai Aikawa  5-2317  Dr. Mary C. Brennan, Dean  MB18  

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE & ENGINEERING  
LG14  Lillian Garcia  5-2119  Dr. Christine E. Hailey, Dean  CEH318  
KR10  Kimberly Rinjas  5-2119  Dr. Gary W. Beall, Assoc. Dean  GB11  

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE  
BM1152  Michelle Bohn  5-3579  Dr. Daniel A. Brown, Dean  DE70  

HONORS COLLEGE  
RS1509  Bobby Longoria  5-2266  Dr. Heather C. Galloway, Dean  HIC02  
PS1097  Peter Tschirhart, Assoc. Dean  PT319  
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